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ABSTRACT (Maximum 200 words)
The availability of macroscopic quantities of fullerenes has resulted in a vast number of physical and chemical studies of these new materials. However, the mechanisms that lead to the formation of these spherical carbon allotropes are not well understood. Mass spectral evidence has been obtained for the size-selective growth of fullerenes through the coalescence of cyclo[nicarbons, molecular carbon allotropes consisting of monocyclic rings with n carbon atoms. Whereas coalescence of cyclo [30] carbon (cyclo-C 3 0 ) produces predominantly buckminsterfullerene (C 6 0 ), the smaller rings cyclo-C 1 8 and cyclo-C 2 4 preferentially produce fullerene C 7 0 through distinct intermediates. The present studies not only provide new insights into fullerene forrmation mechanisms but also raise the possibility of tailoring the size distributions of fullerenes by variation of the appropriate properties of the precursors. preferentially produce fullerene C 7 0 through distinct intermediates. The present studies not only provide new insights into fullerene formation mechanisms but also raise the possibility of tailoring the size distributions of fullerenes by variation of the appropriate properties of the precursors.
SUBJECT TERMS
One of the most ambitious as well as rewarding intellectual and experimcntsi chil ull fullerene chemistry (1) and carbon chemistry in general is the elucidation of the mechanisms for fullerene formation (2) . Understanding the mechanisms of fullerene synthesis may well lead to thwý discovery of other, from a classical synthesis viewpoint unconventional, preparative techniques and to the production of entire classes of new compounds. Isotopic scrambling observed in fullerenes generated by arc heating from mixtures of 12C-and 13 C-graphite indicated that the reactant carbon source must undergo vaporization into atomic C or small carbon fragments, such as C 2 (3, 4) , which contradicts the originally proposed sequential graphitic shell closure mechanism
. This evidence, along with the early observation that fullerenes fragment through loss of C 2 (8) , has resulted in models (4, 6) in which fullerene growth occurs upon assembly of small carbon species. More recently, fullerene growth has been modeled by sequential addition of larger polycyclic ring systems (C 10 to C 2 0 ) (9) and the implication of linear, monocyclic, and polycyclic carbon clusters in fullerene synthesis has been suggested (10-12).
As a part of our ongoing efforts to synthesize molecular forms of carbon from structurally and chemically well-defined precursors (13, 14) , we prepared the carbon oxides Cn(CO)n/3 (1 to
3) with n = 18, 24, and 30, as precursors to the cyclocarbons cyclo-C 1 8 , -C 2 4 , and -C 3 0 , respectively (15) . Initial laser desorption mass spectrometry studies on the carbon oxides provided intriguing but ambiguous results (15) . These experiments showed that the carbon oxides undergo Further experiments on 1 and 2 showed that the relative abundance of lower mass carbon oxide ions and higher mass carbon cluster ions depends upon the number of laser shots and the spot size. Relatively large but size-specific Cx+ distributions are detected on the first laser pulse (see Fig. 1 ). However, the relative abundance of the higher mass Cx+ distributions decreases with subsequent laser pulses until only the precursor molecular ion, fragment ions resulting from partial CO-loss, and the corresponding cyclocarbon ions (such as C 1 8+ or C 2 4 +) are formed. SimilarIy.
desorption of smaller sample areas (see Fig. 2 ) mainly produced smaller carbon cluster and COcontaining precursor ions, indicating that the particle density in the laser desorption plume governs the extent of clustering of tile cyclocarbons. These results strongly sugTest that tei cihi],,c,•l',c reactions leading to the higher-mass Cx+ distributions are occurring in the gas pha.s between carbon cluster ions and neutrals. Figure 2 The major product ion in the laser desorption of 1 and 2 appears at mass-to-charge ratio (from I and 2) were bracketed to be 7.6 ± 0.1 eV, whereas the IE of C 7 2 (from I and 2) was found to be significantly lower (7.0 ± 0.1 eV). These values are identical to those obtained with ions generated by laser vaporization (18) or electron ionization of sublimed fullerenes, thus providing convincing evidence for the C 60 + and C 7 0 + ions in Fig. 1 having fullerene stnirtures.
The formation of fullerene ions in these laser desorption experiments is rather remarkable, considering the extensive structural rearrangements necessary in the assembly of several two-4 dimensional large carbon rings into three-dimensional cai,,es with five-and .six-rnemhcvcd inp.
The fullerene ions C 60 + and C70+ can apparently form through coalescence of relatively larjc molecular precursors, not merely from addition of C 2 and C 3 units (10,12). hlliese observations do not necessarily contradict the isotopic labeling studies (3, 4) . The small carbon species ((, C2, and C 3 ) formed in the vaporization of graphite may react to form larger cyclic species that then coalesce to yield fullerenes. This scenario is consistent with the low-mass Cx+-distributions (3 < x is not a necessary step in the coalescence reaction. It is more likely a channel for release of excess energy from apparently thermodynamically favorable reactions.
These results also suggest that formation of the higher fullerene ions from cyclo[ 18]carbon is surprisingly efficient. The pathway to these ions evidently includes C 7 0 + (but not C60+), because the major peaks have the formula C(70 + 18n), rather than simply C18nm+ as do those below nl/z 840. Thus the larger fullerene ions appear to form through sequential ion/molecule (Cx+ / C 1 I) reactions. Surprisingly, C 70 + appears to undergo addition of -,-Cl unit as readd y , h, hi 21>:
fullerenes from the observation of similar ratios of 7 0 + / Cg8+ and CS8+ / C 1,y).
Laser desorption of 2 (Fig. 1B) yields very similar results to that of 1. Again, C 70 + is tt-,L major product with further addition of C 24 units leading to higher fullerene. ions. However, more C 2 loss accompanies these coalescence reactions than in the case of 1. This result is consistent with the expected higher exothermicity of incorporating an additional six carbon atoms into the fullerene for C24 versus C 18 addition.
A laser desorption mass spectrum of 3 is shown in Fig. IC . In this case, no C 3 0+ i5 observed and C 6 0+ is the major product ion. The extensive amount of C 2 loss observed in this spectrum confirms the expectation that the coalescence of C 3 0+ with a neutral C 30 to form a C60-ion is likely to be very exothermic. Further addition of C 30 units to C 60 +, C 58 + etc. yields higher fullerene ions through both coalescence with C 30 and loss of C 2 . However, although C 6 0+ is by far the most abundant ion, C 9 o+ is less abundant than C 88 +, C8 6 +, and so forth. Thus, in contrast to the reaction of C 70 + with C18 and C24 discussed above, it appears that C 6 0+ reacts by addition of C 30 much more slowly than do the fragmentation products (C 5 g+, C 56 ', etc.) which can, account for its high relative abundance.
These results conclusively demonstrate that one reaction pathway to the formation of fullerenes is the coalescence of large cyclocarbon species. These studies with molecul-ar precursors also show that the distribution of fullerenes can be directly affected by the properties, such as s1 '7. of these piecursors. Insight into formation mechanisms as described and the use of molecular precursors (in contrast to graphite) should ultimately lead to the ability to control the size distribution of both fullerenes and fullerene derivatives, such as metallofullerenes, that are formed in growth processes. (Picaks denoted with an * are noise artifacis). ------------------I I
